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A bstract
We consider Markov random fields of discrete spins on the lattice 
We use a technique of coupling of conditional distributions. If 
under the coupling the disagreement cluster is “sufficiently” subcrit- 
ical, then we prove the Poincare inequality. In the whole subcritical 
regime, we have a weak Poincare inequality.
Keywords: Poincare inequality, weak Poincare inequality, Gibbs mea­
sures, Glauber dynamics, coupling.
1 Introduction
Concentration inequalities is an active field of research in probability, with 
applications in other areas of mathematics such as functional analysis, geom­
etry of metric spaces, as well as in more applied areas such as combinatorics, 
optimization and computer science [10], [13], [5].
Gibbsian random fields on lattice spin systems provide examples of inter­
acting random systems having at the same time non-trivial and natural (e.g. 
Markovian) dependence structure. They provide a good class of examples 
where the validity of concentration inequalities in the context of dependent 
random fields can be tested.
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The relation between good mixing properties of Gibbs measures and ex­
ponential relaxation to equilibrium of the associated reversible Glauber dy­
namics is a thoroughly studied subject. Well-known results in this area were 
obtained by Zegarlmski [17], Stroock and Zegarlmski [15], Martinelli and 
Olivieri [1 2 ]. One of the main results in this area is the equivalence between 
the log-Sobolev inequality (implying exponential relaxation of the dynamics 
in Lœ ) and the Dobrushin-Shlosman complete analyticity condition.
More recently, a direct relation between the Dobrushin uniqueness con­
dition and Gaussian concentration estimates was proved in [9], and a more 
general relation between the existence of a coupling of a system of conditional 
distributions and Gaussian and moment inequalities in [3]. Besides the Do- 
brushin uniqueness condition, disagreement percolation technique appears 
here as a basic tool in constructing a good coupling of conditional distribu­
tions. The deviation of a function from its expectation is estimated in terms 
of the sum of the squares of the maximal variation, via martingale difference 
approach combined with coupling.
So far, no relation has been established between Gaussian concentration 
estimates or moment estimates (such as the variance inequality) of a Gibbs 
measure and relaxation properties of the associated reversible Glauber dy­
namics.
In this paper we show the correspondence between the existence of a 
good coupling of conditional distributions and the Poincare inequality in the 
context of lattice Ising spin systems. In [4] this was proved in dimension 
one for a large class of Gibbs measures in the uniqueness regime. The exten­
sion to higher dimension which we deal with here (for finite-range potentials) 
presents new challenges. The Poincare inequality estimates the variance of a 
function in terms of the sum of its expected quadratic variations (instead of 
maximal variation). Therefore, the Poincare inequality gives much more in­
formation. In particular it is equivalent with relaxation of the corresponding 
reversible Glauber dynamics in L2. The Poincare inequality is strictly weaker 
than the log-Sobolev inequality. So in the complete analyticity regime, the 
Poincare inequality is satisfied. A direct proof of the Poincare inequality in 
the Dobrushin uniqueness regime can be found in [16].
Our result gives a direct road between “good” coupling of conditional 
distributions and the Poincare inequality. By good coupling we mean that 
if in some region of the space we condition on two configurations that differ 
only in a single point, then we can couple the unconditioned spins such that 
the set of sites where we have a discrepancy in the coupling is small. Small 
here means: behaving as a subcritical percolation cluster, uniformly in the 
conditioning. The size of this region of discrepancies can be thought of as the 
analogue of the “coupling time” for processes. In order to derive the Poincare
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inequality, we need the existence of an exponential moment of the disagree­
ment cluster. This corresponds to a high-temperature condition which is 
slightly better than Dobrushin uniqueness, both for the ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic case. We want to stress however that the main message of 
the paper is the direct link between coupling of conditional distributions and 
the Poincare inequality, rather than finding an optimal region of 3 where the 
inequality holds.
In case the required exponential moment of the disagreement cluster does 
not exist, we still obtain the so-called weak Poincare inequality which gives 
at least polynomial relaxation of the corresponding dynamics.
Our paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce the basic 
ingredients and discuss coupling via disagreement percolation. In section 4 
we prove the Poincare inequality for small 3 and h close to zero, in section 5 
we treat the case h large, in section 6 we prove the weak Poincare inequality 
in the whole subcritical regime.
Acknowledgment. We thank Pierre Collet for fruitful discussions.
2 Setting
2.1 Configurations
We work in the context of Ising spin systems on a lattice, i.e., with state 
space Q =  { — 1, +  1}Z (d > 2). Elements of Q are denoted , and are 
called spin configurations. We fix a “spiraling” enumeration of Zd
Z d =  {X1 ,X2 , . . . , x n,.. .} .
such that x j+ 1 lies in the exterior boundary of {x1, . . . ,  xj}. This enumeration 
induces an order and lattice intervals like
[1 , i] =  {xk, 1 < k < i}.
We use the notation , 1 < i < j  < to, for a configuration supported on 
the set {xk, i < k < j} . We denote by Cj-1+ i the concatenation of £1- 1  with 
a ‘plus’ spin at site xj. More generally, we write £W for the concatenation 
of a configuration £V supported on V  with a configuration £W supported on
W .
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2.2 Functions
For a function ƒ : Q —> M. we define the “discrete derivative” in the direction 
r]x at the configuration rj to be
where r f  denotes the configuration obtained from rj by “flipping” the spin at 
site x, i.e., rjy = rjy for all y  ^  x  and r)% =  1 — rjx . For a finite subset A  C Z d 
we denote by a A the configuration obtained from a by flipping all the spins 
in A, and
VAf(<r) = -  f ( a ) .
For an enumeration A  = { y 1, . . .  , y n } of A, and x  E A, we denote b y  A <x 
the set of those elements in A  preceding x  (x not included). For the minimal 
element x* G A, in the chosen order of enumeration of A, A <x* =  0 b y  
definition.
Elementary telescoping yields the estimate
x e A
Notice that if A  C B  then we have the inequality
x e A  x e B
in an order where we enumerate B  by first enumerating A  and then the 
elements of B \A .
The variation in direction ax is defined as
5xf  = sup (ƒ i j f )  -  fir})).
J7sn
The collection {5Xƒ : x  G Z d} is denoted by 8f ,  and
will = £  (<w)2-
x& Zd
2.3 M arkov random  fields
Let X =  { X X)x  G Z d} be a Markov random field of “Ising spins” , i.e., X x 
takes values in { —1,+1}. In accordance with the previous section, we use 
the notations X[,  X v , X v Cw, etc.
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The conditional probabilities of X are thus given by
P (X x — +  1 |XZd\x — Ozd\ J
y~x °y
2 cosh (^ h +  p J Y l y ^ x Oy)
(1)
In this formula x ~  y means that x and y  are nearest neighbors, J  G R is 
the coupling strength and h > 0 is interpreted as a uniform magnetic field. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that | J  | =  1. The case J  =  1 is the 
Ising ferromagnet whereas the case J  =  —1 is the Ising anti-ferromagnet.
An easy consequence of (1) is the following uniform bound on the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative w.r.t. spin-flip:
dPx
dP
(2)
where Px denotes the image measure of P under spin-flip at lattice site x. 
From the previous estimate we deduce that, for a finite subset A C Zd,
dPA
dP
(3)
where PA is the image measure of P under simultaneous flips of all the spins 
in A.
ce
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2.4 G lauber dynam ics
In this section we review some well-known facts about Glauber dynamics. 
Much more information can be found in [11], chapter 3.
Given a random field X with distribution P, the natural Glauber dy­
namics associated to it is a Markovian spin-flip dynamics that flips the spin 
configuration o with rate c(x, o) at lattice site x. This is the Markov process 
{ot : t > 0 } with generator acting on the core of local functions given by
L f (o) =  c(x ,o)V xf  (o)- (4)
xezd
We denote by S t the associated semigroup generated by L, i.e.,
(o) — (ƒ (ot)).
The rates c(x, o) are assumed to be local, uniformly bounded away from zero 
and uniformly bounded from above, i.e., there exist 0 < ô < M  < œ  such 
that for all x G Z d, and o G H,
ô < c(x, o) < M. (5)
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Moreover, we assume the so-called detailed balance relation between c(x, a) 
and P which reads, informally,
c(x, a)P(a) =  c(x, a x)P(ax).
This is formally rewritten as
c ( x , a )  dP%
^ j  = dipw (6)
i.e., the lhs of (6) is a (and hence the unique) continuous (as a function of a) 
version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P w.r.t. spin-flip at site x (i.e., 
the rhs).
Several choices for the rates are possible, one common choice is the heat- 
bath dynamics where
C(x, a) P (Xx ax |XZd\x azd\x) .
The condition (6 ) ensures that P is a reversible measure for the Markov 
process with generator (4), i.e., the closure of L is a self-adjoint operator on 
L2(P).
The Dirichlet form associated to the rates c(x, a) is given by
4 ( f ,  f ) =  2 ( f (—L)f ) =  £  ƒ  c(x, a)(Vx,f)2 P(da). (7)
x€Zd
where (■) denotes inner product in L2(P). We say that the Glauber dynamics 
has a spectral gap if for all f  local functions with fd P  =  0,
E c (f ,f ) > K |f  ||2.
This implies that the (—L) has simple eigenvalue zero and that the L2 (P) 
spectrum has k as a lower bound. This in turn implies the estimate
Var(Stf ) < e-Kt||f  ||2
i.e., exponential relaxation to equilibrium in L2(P)-sense.
Defining the quadratic form
E ( f , f ) =  £  f  (Vxf)2dP.
xezd
we have by (5) the estimate
i E ( f , f ) < Ec( f , f ) < M E ( f , f ).
Hence, estimating the variance of a function in terms of the quadratic form 
E ( f , f ) is equivalent with estimating the variance in terms of the Dirichlet 
form (7) and therefore gives relevant information about the presence of a 
spectral gap and hence L2-relaxation properties of the associated Glauber 
dynamics.
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2.5 C oupling o f conditional probabilities
We write P?i for the conditional distribution of X[i+l oo) given X \  =
R em a rk  2 .1 . Notice that we have the same bound (3) for the measure P^i, 
when A  C [l,*]c, uniformly in £.
We denote by Pgi-i+. a coupling of the distributions P^i-i+i and
P?i-i_.. This coupling is a distribution of a random field
{{Yx , Z x), x  G [i +  1, oo)} on ({ — 1, +1} x { — 1, +1})^
Similarly we write Px i-i+. x ^ 1- i - We define the random set of discrepancies
{"Cfc • k ^  i ,Y Xk ZXk
The distribution of this set depends of course on the choice of the coupling.
The coupling P ^ -i+i which we will use throughout this paper is
the one used in [1], It is constructed as follows: the couple (YXi+1, Z Xi+1) 
is generated according to the optimal coupling of P?i-i+.(X ;I..+1 =  •) and 
P ^-i_ i (X Xi+1 =  •). Having generated (YXk, ZXk) for i + 1 < k < j ,  we generate 
the couple (YXj+1, Z Xj+1) according to the optimal coupling of P?i-iyJ ( XXj+1 = 
•) and F ^ - i z j+i(X Xj+1 =  •)•
By the Markov character of the random field X, the sets of discrepancies 
%  are almost-surely (nearest-neighbor) connected. So we can think of the 
% ’s as “percolation clusters” containing xf, see [1, 6]. If these clusters behave 
as sub-critical percolation clusters, then we say that we are in the “good 
coupling regime” . We then expect to obtain corresponding good relaxation 
properties of the natural Glauber dynamics associated to P.
2.6 Sub critical disagreem ent percolation
We suppose that, under the coupling P?i-i+. the disagreement clus­
ters %  are dominated by independent subcritical site-percolation clusters, 
uniformly in the conditioning £. In fact, we shall need more than subcriti- 
cality. We believe that it is an artefact of our method and that the Poincare 
inequality holds in the entire subcritical regime.
We denote by Pp the distribution of independent site-percolation with 
parameter 0 < p < 1 and by pc the corresponding critical value. Let <£» 
be the open cluster containing Xi. In our model (1), by the construction of
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the coupling, we have domination by independent clusters, i.e., for any finite 
subset A  C  Z d
sup supP?i-i+ . (% 3  A) < Pp(<£j D A) (8)
with
p = p ( p , h ) =  e 2/3/i e,4/3<2 — e (9)
In particular,
where €  =  <£o- Our subcriticality assumption reads as follows:
E„ (|C|ec|€|) <  co, (1 0)
where c is defined in (2). This condition is satisfied for ¡3 sufficiently small 
or h sufficiently large; see below for the precise region of ((3,h).
By the uniform bound (8), the coupling P?;-i+. can be realized in two 
stages. Having generated YXk, Z Xk for k = i +  1 , . . . ,  i +  n, we first generate 
YXi 1. Then we flip an independent coin with success probability 1 — p 
(corresponding to certain agreement) given by (9). Given that we have suc­
cess, we put ZXi+n+1 = YXi+n+1. If we do not have success, then we possibly 
choose Z x., ,. =  Yx., ,. or Z x., ,. ^  Yx., ,. in order to obtain the correct 
distribution of the coupling. The crucial point here is that the cluster of 
failures (=no success), which we denote is a cluster that, given the real­
ization o f Y ,  is independent o f Y  and contains the cluster of disagreement 
Therefore, in events that depend in a monotone way on the cluster of 
disagreements we can replace it by (£j, the cluster of failures.
2.7 Sufficient conditions on ¡3
A sufficient condition for (10) to hold is that
where c is the constant appearing in (2) and p  is defined in (9). In turn the 
above series is finite if
^ n p n ( 2 d -  l ) necn < oo
n= 0
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which gives
i5 < ^ l o g ( 2j r r ) -  ( n )
Notice that this condition is independent of h.
The Dobrushin uniqueness condition in this context reads
4/3(2 _  —4/3(2 ,  J _
2d
One can easily verify that (11) is slightly better for 3 large and low d.
3 The Poincare inequality and related vari­
ance inequalities
The general idea of concentration inequalities is to give an estimate of the 
probability of a deviation event {| f  — E (f  )| > a}, in terms of a quantity that 
measures the influence on f  of variations of the spin configuration at differ­
ent sites. Usually, such estimates are obtained via Chebychev’s inequality, 
by estimating moments of |f  — E (f) |, such as the variance of f , or higher 
order moments, exponential moments etc., in terms of a norm measuring the 
variability of f . In this paper we concentrate on estimates of the variance.
3.1 U niform  variance estim ate
The norm
I l f  «2 =  £ > * ƒ  )2
measures the influence of spin-flips on f  in a uniform way, i.e., for each x the 
worst influence is computed.
The first inequality measures the variance in terms of \\5f «2.
D e f in itio n  3.1. We say that a random field X satisfies the uniform variance 
inequality i f  there exists C  > 0, such for all f  : ^  ^  R, f  G L 2(P), we have
E ((f  — E (f))2) < C | | f  «2 (12)
The uniform variance inequality estimates the variance in terms of the 
rather “rough” norm \\df «"^ . Surprisingly, it is still a powerful inequality 
with many useful applications, such as almost-sure central limit theorems, 
convergence of the empirical distribution in a strong (Kantorovich) distance, 
etc. See [2] for a list of applications.
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Examples where the uniform variance inequality is satisfied include high- 
temperature Gibbsian random fields (where it follows from the much stronger 
log-Sobolev inequality) and plus phase of the Ising model at low enough 
temperatures, see [3].
3.2 Poincare inequality
The quadratic form
E ( f , f ) =  £  i ( V , f )2dP
xezd
measures the influence of spin-flips on f , taking into account the distribution 
of the spin-configuration, i.e., large differences between f  (ax) and f  (a) are 
weighted less if they correspond to exceptional configurations (in the sense of 
the measure P). We have the obvious inequality E ( f , f ) < \\5f «2, therefore, 
estimating the variance in terms of E (f, f ) is clearly better, and, as we will 
see in examples below, this difference can be substantial.
D e f in itio n  3.2. We say that the random field X  satisfies the Poincare in­
equality i f  there exists a constant CP > 0 such that for all f  G L2(P)
ƒ  ( f  — E ( f ) )2dP < Cp E ( f , f ) . (13)
The Poincare inequality is strictly stronger than the uniform variance 
inequality. Moreover, contrary to the uniform variance estimate, the Poincare 
inequality gives exponentially fast decay to equilibrium for the associated 
Glauber dynamics in L2(P). Indeed, (13) implies
V a r ( / ) < i C p « ( / , / )  =  2 ( / , ( - L ) / )
from which one easily sees that (—L) has a spectral gap in L2(P) of at least 
k =  2i /C P, which implies the relaxation estimate
Var(Stf ) < e-Kt«f  «2
3.3 W eak Poincare inequality
Finally, the variance can be estimated in terms of a combination of « if  ||2 
and E (f, f ). The idea here is that if the Poincare inequality does not hold, it 
can be due to “bad events” which have relatively small probability (e.g. large 
disagreement clusters). The idea is then to estimate the variance by E (f, f)
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on the good configurations and by ||8/  ||| on the bad configurations. This 
leads to the weak Poincare inequality, initially introduced by Rockner and 
Wang [14]. This inequality contains enough information to conclude relax­
ation properties of the associated Glauber dynamics, but now with Var(St/ ) 
estimated with a stronger norm than the L2(P)-norm.
D e f in itio n  3.3. The measure P satisfies the weak Poincaré inequality if  
there exists a decreasing function a  : (0 , œ ) ^  (0 , œ ) such that for all 
bounded measurable functions /  : Q ^  R we have, for all r  > 0
ƒ  ( /  -  E ( / ) )2dP < a (r)  E (/, / )  +  r | 8/12 .
For functions /  G L2(P) with ƒ / dP =  0, the weak Poincare inequality 
implies the relaxation estimate
V a r(S /) < £(t) (B/ill +  i l / 12)
where £(t) ^  0 as t ^  œ  is determined by a:
r  < 2t J  , t > 0 .
where 8 > 0 is the lower-bound on the spin-flip rates. In the case when
a ( r ) < Cr~K for C , k > 0, we get £(t) < (l +  “ ) 1+fI ( ^ )  11 • We refer the 
reader to [14] for more background and details.
3.4 Exam ples
Here we illustrate with some simple examples that the Poincare inequality 
is much stronger than the uniform variance inequality. The example is a 
representant of a whole class of functions for which the effect of spin-flip is 
only “typically small” , which gives a good estimate of E (/, / ) ,  but where the 
uniform variation 8j/  is always of order one.
Let d = 1  and P be a translation invariant probability measure on con­
figurations a G Q =  { -1 , +1}Z such that there exists 0 < 9 < 1 with
P(cti =  a i , . . . , a „  =  a „ ) < 9n (14)
for all n  G N, a 1, . . . , a  G { — 1,1} Examples of such P are translation­
invariant Gibbs measures.
Consider for n G N, k < n
/k  ( a i , . . .  ,a„ ) =  |{i G { 1 ,. . . ,  n — k} : a* =  am  =  ■ ■ ■ =  ai+fc =  +1}|
r  > 0 : —~a(r)  log 8
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i.e., the number of lattice intervals of size k, contained in [1 , n\ and filled with 
plus spins.
We have
^ r f k ( c r )  =  ^ 2  (1{<7V =  - 1 }  -  1{<7V =  + 1 } )  n  A M  =  + 1 }
j &[ l , n - k \ : r&[ j , j+ k\
which gives
f (Vr/ fc)2dP < 2k9k
r J
and hence
S \ h , h ) < 2 k { n - k ) 6 k.
Therefore, if P satisfies the Poincare inequality (which is the case e.g. for 
Gibbs measures in one dimension in the uniqueness regime, [4]) then
Var( f k) < CP2k(n -  k)9k
Choosing now k =  clog(n), and putting 9 =  e~a we find that
V ar(/clogra) < 2clog(n)(n -  clog(n))n~ac.
Hence if ac > 1, V ar(/ciogra) goes to zero as n —> oo. It is immediate from 
(14) that a > c the first moment E ( /ciog(ra)) converges to zero as n —> oo. 
Therefore, ac > 1 implies that fdogn converges to zero in L2(P) (and hence 
in probability) as n —> oo.
On the other hand, it is clear that 8i(f) = 1 for all* =  1 , . . . ,  n, therefore 
the uniform variance estimate gives Var( f k) < Cn,  which is not useful here.
One can consider similar quantities like the number of clusters of size k 
of plus-spins, the number of self-overlaps of size k, etc. Such quantities will 
have small Sa(f ,  ƒ) (for measures satisfying (14)) and large ||£/||2-
4 Poincare inequality for the case h = 0
We start with the following result.
T h eo rem  4 .1 . Consider the Markov random defined in (I) with h = 0. For 
f3 chosen such that
Ep (|£ |ec|i|) < oo, 
the Poincare inequality (13) holds.
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In section 5 below (Theorem 5.1), we will give a complementary result 
which covers the case of large 3  and (correspondingly) large h.
P roof. The proof is divided in four steps.
S tep  1 (Martingale decomposition).
Let ƒ : Q ^  R be a bounded measurable function. Define
A* =  Ai(XJ) =  E (f  |F i) -  E (f  |F i- i)
where F  is the sigma-field generated by {Xxfc : 1 < k < i} for i > 1  and 
where F 0 is the trivial sigma-field {0, Q}. Then we have
where PXi-i+i Xi- 1-i  is the coupling of conditional probabilities defined in 
subsection 2.5. Notice that the sum over A runs over finite connected subsets 
of Zd containing x  since C  is dominated by a subcritical percolation cluster.
In the sequel, we simply write av £w  n for av £n(V u w  )c to alleviate nota­
tions.
S tep  3 (Telescoping and domination by independent clusters).
V ar(f ) —£  E(A,2).
S tep  2 (Coupling representation of A*)
We have (using that spins can take only two values)
ABxi
1{C — A} |f (X i 1nA°(Au[1,i- 1])c) — f (X i 1 oA°(Au[1 ,i-1])c)| , (15)
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Start again from (15) and telescope the disagreement cluster:
x£Ci
X^ Ci
X&?i
= £  £ w  =  A)|Vxƒ ( x ; - 1<r4<-)| dPx;- .+i(ff).
A3xi xeA
In the third inequality the expectation is over the “failure cluster” C  only, 
which is independent of a. This independence gives the factorization in the 
last equality, by decomposing over the realization of this cluster (which is fi­
nite with PXi- 1+. Xi- 1 — probability one under the subcriticality assumption).
S tep  4 (Change of measure).
Using now the bound (3) and the remark in the beginning of subsection 2.5, 
we further estimate, using
lA<l £  £  £ Pp(Ci =  A) ec|Al ƒ  |Vxf (A T 1 +i a)| dPxi- . +i(a)
A^Xi xeA
where c is defined in (2 ).
Define the finite number (by the subcriticality assumption (10))
K  := ^ 2  |A| Pp(C =  A) ec|A| =  Ep(|C|ec|C|) .
A30
Then, using the elementary inequality
for ak, bk > 0 , we obtain
£ e (A?) < K e2c£ £  £ e c'A|P,,(C, =  A ) /  (Vx ƒ)2dP
ieN Asxi xeA ƒ
K  2e2c E (ƒ,ƒ ),
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where the extra factor ec arises from removing the plus in the conditioning 
in Px i-i+ .. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1 □
5 Non-zero m agnetic field
In this section we show how to prove the Poincare inequality under a sub- 
cricality condition different from Theorem 4.1. It is strictly worse in the 
case h =  0 (since it uses Cauchy-Schwarz to seperate the realization of the 
disagreement cluster from the gradient of ƒ) but can be used for 3 large and 
h large, where the condition (10) fails.
T h eo rem  5.1. Suppose that p given in (9) is such that
which gives
(2d -  i ) V 2^ h(e12^  -  e4/3d) < 1.
This is satisfied for 3 small enough or h large enough.
P roof. The telescoping and coupling steps are the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. So we arrive at
(16)
n
where
C =  4 3  d.
Then the Poincare inequality holds.
For (16) to hold, it is sufficient that
(17)
(2d — l)p^ec' < 1
Asx, xeAƒ
Now we use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain
Asx, xeA
( / , ( f f r , o (  Vxf (x ;- V a<, n ) )2)
2\  1/2
(18)
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Step 4 (Change of measure). In the r.h.s. of (18) we integrate over the 
“composite” configuration aA<x n under the coupling PXi-1+. Xi-1 . To re­
cover the measure P (see later) we need to replace aA<x by nA<x. The cost of 
this replacement is independent of h and is estimated in the following lemma 
where P^- 1+ . ^ - 1 is the coupling introduced above.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a finite subset of Zd containing x  and let x G A. Let Pi 
be the distribution of ZA<x Y(A<x)c and P2 be the distribution of {YX,x G Zd}. 
Then P1 is absolutely continuous with respect to P2 and
dPl < e/IAI
,, dP2
where C is defined in (17).
P roo f. Let A C Zd finite, large enough to contain A. We have by con­
struction of the coupling Pg,— 1 +, g,— 1 (see subsection 2.5):
^>i r i+i,iri- ii^ A<^=  aA<x,YA\A<x =  va\a<x)
P?r 1 +,,gi,— 1 _i (YA<x =  °A<x , YA\A<x =  nA\A<x)
y .  p?i- 1 _, (aA<x) p?,- 1+, za<x (nA\A<x)x
Za<x
P>i— 1 | ¿i— 1 ( -Za - Z A  ^ I A - 04.
+ ¿ > ^ 1  “ i  V  7 1  | ^ < x  A < x
{va\a<x)
< sup
i-€ 1 +iOX<x
PÇ i- 1 +iCA<x (nA\A<x )
IT  (  \
Z P? ,— 1 +i^ A<x (nA\A<x)
< gc'ldA<i| < gc'|A|.
We conclude by letting A | Zd. □
Returning to (18) and using the preceding lemma we get 
|Ai| < ^  ^  (Px ;—1+, ,x ,—1 _ ,(C  =  A)) eC|A| x
A3x, xeA
i_1^ )2
1/2
dPxi-■ (n)( Vx/(Xi-1n))'
<  e  £  £  (Pxi- 1 +i,xi- (Ci =  A))  eC |A| x
A3xi xeA
( ƒ  dPxi (n ) (v ,/ (X  n ) ) ^  , (19)
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where for the second inequality we used that, under the measure P, the cost 
of flip at a single site is bounded by ec (see (2)).
Step 5 (Domination by independent clusters). Using (8) we get from (19)
|A;|< £ £ ( P p ( | C |  > |A|))1/2 ec|A| x
Asxi xeA
rdPxj (n)(Vx/(x ; , ) ) ^  7 . (20)
Now let
K ' =  £  £ Pp(|C| > |A|)1/2 ec''A' =  £  |A| Pp(|C| > |A|)1/2 ec"'A|.
Asxi xeA As0
By assumption (16) K ' is finite. Using once more the elementary inequality 
for ak, > 0
«fc x ^ 2  «kbfc 
\ k / k k
we deduce from (20) that
£  E(A?) < e2cK' £  £  £ Pp(|C| > |A|) 1/2 ec'|Al ƒ  ( V / ) 2dP
i i x€A
= e2cK ' W  ƒ  ( V / f d p )  £  |A| Pp(|C| > |A|)1/2 ec''A'
x ' ' A3x
= CP £  f  (Vx/)2 dP
x
where
CP := e2cK '2.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 16. □
2
6 W eak Poincare inequality
If the assumption (10) fails, but p < pc (where pc denotes the critical value 
for independent site percolation) then we are still in the uniqueness regime 
(i.e., the conditional probabilities (1) admit a unique Gibbs measure) and 
expect suitable decay properties of the Glauber dynamics.
We show that in this regime the so-called weak Poincare inequality holds, 
which gives polynomial relaxation to equilibrium.
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose that p (defined in (9)) satisfies p < pc. Then the 
weak Poincare inequality is satisfied. Moreover, there exists C, k > 0 such 
that
a(r) < C r-K.
P roof . The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 1, so we sketch 
where we start to deviate from it: In the estimation of the variance, the 
contribution involving ||/1|2 will arise by cutting the cluster of disagreement 
at some order of magnitude N .
The sum in (10) is now possibly infinite, so we define
N
K n =  n e cn Pp (|C|> n ) .
n=0
Following the line of proof of Theorem 4.1, we follow the change of measure 
road for realizations of the cluster C; =  A of cardinality less than or equal to 
N , and for A with |A| > N  we use the uniform estimate
sup |f(nA) - / (n)| < £  «W-
n
Next estimate
2
E (  E  ^ P p (C ;  =  A ) J > x  / ) '
;eN A3xi,|A|>N xeA xeA
< (Ep(|C|l{|C| > N}))2 ||/112.
This gives the inequality
Var(/) < 2ecK 2 E (/, /) + 2 (Ep(|C|l{|C| > N}))2 ||/||2-
The constant in front of E (/, /) blows up at most exponentially in N , i.e., 
we have the estimate
2ecK2 < Cie“N
where C1, a are strictly positive and (3, h)-dependent. The constant in front 
of 11/II2 is exponentially small in the whole subcritical regime, i.e.,
2(Ep(|C|l{|C| > N}))2 < C2e-bN
where C2, b are strictly positive and (3, h)-dependent. Therefore we can take
“ M  < c ,
□
18
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